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Slivers, delivered by multiple autonomous service providers will need coordination in
order to comply with a particular service level required by a particular slice owner. Slice
archetype’s, defined and supported by a group of Service Providers that have decided to
collaborate, is one model that could be further investigated. In particular if a “Slice
Archetype” defines a particular service level exceeding a common “best effort” slice,
providers typically require authorized access to their slivers. In chapter 5 of his thesis,
Gommans [1] described a framework, called the Service Provider Group (SPG), as a way
to arrange trust between providers needed prior to allowing access to Service Provider
assets.
The willingness of a Service Provider to collaborate within a group is dependent on the
benefits each provider can achieve. Well known examples of a Service Provider Group is
MasterCard, where competitive banks collaborate to provide payment card services to
their customers (i.e. merchants and cardholders). Competitive airlines collaborate in
alliances such as Skyteam to expand their networks of destinations that can be offered
to their passengers and agree on a common standard to offer services such as allowing
lounge access, priority lane access, etc.
Investigating how the Service Provider Group concept can be applied to a collaboration
of service provider organizations, where:
• each provider can offer slivers that can become part of a slice stretching across
multiple autonomous aggregate managers,
• such slivers have a common notion of service quality requirements,
is the key subject this research contribution.
During the Internet2 Global Summit 2015 in Washington, it was recognized that
defining archetypes for slice that deliver for example a guaranteed level of privacy,
ranges of scalability, guaranteed availability, disaster recovery capabilities, etc. is a way
to organize service delivery in a more scalable way rather then having slice owners and
aggregate service providers depend on bi-lateral agreements.
Research into the applicability of a SPG is performed at University of Amsterdam in the
context of creating cyber security defence alliances in a joint NWO and COMMIT/ project
called SARNET. Here, the Faculty of Law and Computer Science group collaborate to
create agent-based models of the behavioural aspects of individual cyber security
service providers where each domain interprets a common set of rules in an effort to
identify risks and benefits. This effort can collaborate with an NSF effort to further
substantiate findings by performing research in GENI context.
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